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Clarification regarding pre-agreements  
in project West Side Solna 

The housing association West Side Solna has recently received terminations of 

pre-agreements from 53 purchasers of apartments. The standpoint of SSM and  

the housing association is that the agreements are valid and that the terminations  

are unfounded. The effect of the terminations on the Group’s earnings is deemed  

to be marginal. 

For the purpose of providing correct information regarding the project West Side Solna, 

consisting of 252 cooperative apartments, the following clarification is made. 

The housing association has received terminations of pre-agreements from a law firm that 

represents 53 buyers in the project. As a reason for termination, it has been stated, among 

other things, that the housing association has committed a breach of contract by postponing  

the preliminary time for occupation of the apartments. The group of buyers has also announced 

its intention to initiate court proceedings in the matter. 

SSM and the housing association have analysed the agreements in question together with its 

external lawyers and make the assessment that the agreements are valid and shall be fulfilled. 

This position is based on the fundamental legal principle that agreements must be kept and that 

there are no grounds in support of the agreements being invalid or contestable through 

termination. 

SSM’s assessment is that the effect of the terminations on the Group’s earnings is marginal. 
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